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 The end of the second quarter is a great time to reflect on the progress we’ve made 

since the beginning of the school year. We have always been proud of the school culture here 

at CPMS, and were so happy to have this larger site so we could spread that culture among 

even more students and families. It takes a long time to instill school culture, but each week 

the corridors and classrooms of the new site have felt just little bit more 

“College Prep” than the week before. Back in September, the teachers 

and students hit the ground running in every single classroom, focused 

on packing in as much learning as we could and trusting that our school 

culture would pervade throughout the building. As we greet the third 

quarter, it certainly feels like we’ve come a long way in merely one half 

of the school year. 

 The pages of this Tiger Chronicle are filled with a range of articles 

that have been researched and written by our student journalists. There 

are articles about school life - learn about the new Art room here at CPMS, discover how 

students like to spend their free time, and then compare some local high schools. The 

students have also written about parts of the world they find interesting and important - from 

the importance of staying safe on social media, to keeping fit with kickboxing, the excitement 

of the upcoming Olympic Games, and the overwhelming problems of ocean pollution.  

 Please enjoy reading what our students have created, and keep up that Tiger Pride! 



Video Games: Beneficial or Balderdash? 

Diana W. 

 Video games! Endlessly annoying to the parents who have to occasionally confiscate them, but conversely 

captivating to the kids who play them. However, video games might just be able to help you in more ways than just 

being a way to put off your newest unsightly mountain of homework unceremoniously dumped upon you by your 

teachers - it might just be a way to improve the way you work. If only for a 

moment, push those assignments aside, bandage your papercuts, and read on 

to figure out how you might be able to learn from video games.  

 First and foremost, two favorites among many a child or teen growing 

up today: Minecraft and Terraria. Both of these experiences involve the chaotic 

and nerve-wracking struggles of the player to survive while amassing a large 

amount of resources. But how to put these resources to use so they aren’t just 

clogging up precious room in your otherwise pristine inventory like a bad 

artery? Well, that’s where the other half of these games come in! Building is a major factor in progressing, just as 

important as time spent hacking, slashing, and weeping bitter, bitter tears after you lose all of your things while out 

mining. These games are not linear in any sense, so building is only limited to what your mind can dream up; 

Castles, mansions, or any number of Lovecraftian horrors!  

            However, pouring your little builder heart out over whatever morally dubious structures your brain creates 

isn’t just a way of expressing yourself - in fact, quite the opposite. According to a study conducted by Iowa State 

University (ISU), just playing Minecraft without instruction and letting your mind run free can give your creativity a 

boost. Subjects in said study either played Minecraft, a racing video game, or just watched TV. Following this, a 

creativity test was done where subjects were then instructed to draw an out-of-this-world type of creature. After it 

was completed, the conclusion was that the group freely playing Minecraft ended up being the most creative.  

 In a different manner, games can also serve as a vehicle of sorts to deliver a message or idea to the 

audience. A great example of this type of storytelling comes in the form of a humble but wholesome game known 

as Sky: Children of the Light. This mobile game follows the endeavors of your character as they adventure through 

six kingdoms in order to bring fallen “stars”, or spirits, back to their skyward homes, while befriending other online 

players along the way; But there is more to this game beneath its serenely beautiful exterior that comes in the form 

of metaphors that can serve as material for some quality analysis.  

As you continue to help and guide spirits, you learn new gestures that become increasingly complex (for example, 

your first gesture is pointing, but later gestures branch out to bowing, waving, cheering, etc.) for more accessible 

communication with other players, as you can’t normally chat with them. As a result, most “talking” doesn’t involve 

words at all. 

 To complement this, all six kingdoms are visually themed around times of the day, starting with dawn and 

ending with nightfall. These two visuals can be joined together to create the metaphor of maturing as a person, 

and, as a result, learning to express yourself in more complicated ways, which could be similar to a theme that 

could be analyzed in a novel. Additionally, to further explore the use of 

metaphors, there is also an overarching theme about the virtue of 

altruism or generosity, as the very end of the story involves the player 

helping spirits at the expense of their own life. In-game, some players 

might take this message to heart, and some even become seasoned 

guides for new and inexperienced players after the main events of the 

story conclude.  



            Finally, certain games can encourage their 

players to be more confident or perseverant, which can 

be applied to their own lives. This is an especially 

important skill because often, many risks need to be 

taken in order to move towards successes in the real 

world that playing it safe won’t always result in. One 

example of a video game series that can evoke this trait 

in gamers is the Legend of Zelda franchise, including 

games such as Breath of the Wild. In Breath of the Wild, 

players are given free reign to explore the world of Hyrule as long as they have the tools and willpower to 

achieve their goals; However, the lands are often filled with encampments of monsters, or necessary goals 

that require strategizing and planning ahead. This encourages players to think critically about how to 

approach a situation, especially in the sense that the game is open-ended to the point that there can be 

dozens of solutions to a given problem depending on what type of player you are or the progress you’ve 

made up to that point. To build on this, barely anything is explained to the player, leaving them to figure things 

out on their own. The path of logic and thinking needed to figure out certain ideas, concepts, and mechanics 

can be applied to reality as well, because you are never truly going to be spoonfed knowledge by life itself 

about every last tidbit of information we need to know about anything at all, be it taxes, studying, or 

socializing.  

At the end of the day, however, games can’t (or at least they shouldn’t) be used as the “be-all, end-all” of 

every problem you face, and shouldn’t be your only source of motivation to improve as an individual. 

However, now that you’re able to understand how games could be helpful to you, consider how the games 

you play could do a lot for your quality of life as you play them! 
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The Next Step: High School 
Cole M. & Theo D. & Nick G. 

Where do you see yourself in five years? How about ten? Twenty? Choosing where you would like to go for 

high school is a very serious topic and is something that can affect your immediate future as well as your life. 

High school is compulsory in the United States, and many jobs and colleges require a high school diploma to 

even apply. The decision you make can affect you when you are trying to get higher education as colleges look 

at grades as well as the extracurricular activities you take part in, and the high school you go to can even help 

you get a scholarship. There are many classes and programs that can affect your decision in choosing a high 

school. Some schools have different styles of teaching and they might have different programs, clubs, or 

sports. Even reviews of a high school can affect a middle school student’s preference for where they want to 

attend high school. By the end of this, we are hoping to help you with your decision and inform you about both 

the benefits and the drawbacks of high schools in our area. Let’s start with academics - the main thing most 

people look for in a school. 

    Different Schools have Different Academics 

Different schools have different academic strengths, meaning that every school has a unique way of teaching 

with its own team of teachers, providing a different experience in every 

school. Every high school is different; some give a lot of homework, some 

give next to none, some focus more on sports or science. While Common 

Core (CCSS) is mandatory for all schools in California, the high schools in 

our area teach it differently and focus on different areas of it. Helix 

Charter High School focuses on college preparedness while teaching 

“through a rigorous curriculum that has a cross section of academic 

courses and electives so that students complete a major in high school 

much like they might in college.” Also, St. Augustine High School is a 

Catholic school, so their teaching might be influenced by the beliefs of the 

school, which might impact what the students who go there believe. 

Academy of Our Lady of Peace is another example of religious belief being part of what students learn at the 

school and what they usually continue to believe even as adults. Steele Canyon promotes individual self-worth 

and character development while focusing on the implementation of Common Core ELA and math standards. 

Steele Canyon has an overall rating of 8/10 on GreaterSchools, with a 7/10 for college preparedness and a 9/10 

on test scores. Valhalla is a very large school that focuses on every topic. In math and ELA, they are above 

state averages, but mostly proficient in ELA with an average score on tests 22% higher than the State—that’s a 

lot! These sorts of results might explain why 7th grader CPMS student Dylan Z. says he would like to go to 

Valhalla. Dylan already knows that “they worry about academics more than sports.” Patrick Henry High 

School offers twenty-two advanced placement programs in total, which “offers students a chance to round out 

their education,” so it would be a good school for students who want to focus and excel on any or every topic. 

Academy of Our Lady of Peace (OLP) is an all-girls Catholic private school that offers 53 STEAM courses 

and 30 AP and Honors courses, though we should mention comes with a tuition fee of $18,400. Impressively, 

92% of OLP students who graduate go on to attend a 4-year college!  



Monte Vista High School “believes that meaningful education is a 

shared responsibility involving students, staff, family and 

community.  [They] value a safe, inclusive, fulfilling, and diverse 

environment in which students are challenged to achieve their 

highest potential as ethical, resilient, and engaged citizens.” Helix 

Charter High School “provides a comprehensive education that 

prepares all students to graduate college-ready and equipped to 

reach their personal and academic potential.” Yousif L. (5th 

grade) would like to go to Helix because he says that they will 

provide a “good education.” Almost all schools have a website 

with an “About” page where you can find information about that 

school, but it is important to look at other sources about that 

school. Websites where people can leave reviews - like 

GreatSchools - are a good place to look for statistics and reviews 

of that school, not only by the parents of the students, but also the 

students with their own first-hand experiences and opinions. It is common for schools to use their own 

websites to make themselves look better than they actually are, so reading laterally is important. 

 

Programs and extracurricular activities 

 The vast majority of high schools also have extracurricular activities - things like clubs that students 

can take part in and after-school groups. These include a variety of subjects, including student government, 

academic teams and clubs, arts, student newspaper, athletics, community service, and many more! Programs 

like these can offer students new experiences and can help them in their future lives with social interaction, 

essential life skills, and can help them get into colleges. The 

majority of CPMS students we interviewed said that they want to 

go to Valhalla. Valhalla claims to “offer something for everyone,” 

as they have a very large selection of clubs, groups, and programs. 

Ethan G. and Anthony G. (who are in 5th grade) both say they 

would like to go to Valhalla because they “want to play sports,” 

while 5th grader Iden K. would like to go to Valhalla for the 

opportunities to make new friends. Helix High School has several 

different clubs including the coding club, cooking club, Lego 

engineering club, chess club, painting club, ASB, and the dance club, providing a wide selection allowing for 

students to choose whatever they are interested in. Ivan G. (6th grade) says he would like to go to Helix High 

School because he wants to participate in extracurricular activities, while others, like Sarah S. (5th grade), just 

look forward to the benefits of growing up- specifically getting a car. Every student had their own reasons for 

going to a school, and some students don’t even want to go to high school, like 5th grader Isaac B., who states 

that he does not look forward to high school as there is more homework. No matter the case, high school is 

still mandatory. Every school has different programs, so if you are interested in finding out what a school has 

to offer, that school’s website may be a useful resource in finding what you are looking for. 



High schools sports 

 High schools have different sports that they are known for and can be the sole reason a student might 

want to even go to that high school. Some sports in some high schools are very popular and can get a student 

a scholarship to a college. Let’s talk about high school football 

and basketball season records, as well as season scores. High 

school football is popular in Patrick Henry High School, Helix, 

Steele, Grossmont, and Valhalla. All five of these schools vary 

in their stats, records, and their scores for the current season of 

high school football, starting with the statistics for Helix. Helix 

High School’s football team has been doing great for the past 

decade with their worst season going 8-5 (eight wins and five 

losses) in 2018. In 2017 they reached their record since 2004, going 13-2 (thirteen wins and two losses) and 

have been doing great in 2019 with nine wins and only one loss. Helix’s defense has done great while their 

offense has already given up ten fumbles; a record since 1999 (varsity). Steele Canyon’s football team is 

currently 9-1. Steele Canyon has had the same coach for nearly a 

decade, and they have done pretty well with their best win scoring 

58 points while the opposing only scored three points. Not even a 

touchdown! They have- surprisingly- not set any records for the 

season. This is strange because Patrick Henry is 6-5, but have 

found a way to set almost every offensive record for the season. 

Patrick Henry’s football team has not been doing their best this 

season, but surprisingly, they are setting records for the school in 

several categories on offense and special teams. Almost all of the 

records for Patrick Henry’s offense on the all-time list have been 

made in 2019. The reason for their records might have been a new head coach and a new offensive 

coordinator. Their reason for going 6-5 might be because of their defense as no records were made for Patrick 

Henry’s defense in 2019.  

While schools such as Steele Canyon are 

doing very well, there are other high schools that 

are having different seasons - including 

Grossmont. Grossmont High School’s football 

team has been pretty average. It’s ranking out of 

seven schools in the region is third, behind Steele 

Canyon (second) and Helix High School (first). 

Their offense this season has been great with 52 

touchdowns and above-average receiving yards 

and rushing yards. Their defense has not been 

doing well with only nine sacks when the average for the nation is twelve. They have also been below 

average in interceptions with only seven when the national average has been eleven. Their season record right 

now is eight wins and three losses (8-3).  



 Valhalla High School’s football team 

has not made any records this season, 

considering that they are 4-7 (four wins and 

seven losses) - which is a bad season. Their best 

season in the 21st century was in 2008, going 

10-2. Their worst season has been in 2018, 

going 0-10... They won zero games! So far 

Valhalla’s 2019 season has not been going well, 

so they really need to step up their game.  

 High school basketball season is an exciting time in high school, with teams from different high 

schools competing against each other. Some local high schools with amazing basketball teams are Valhalla 

High School, Steele Canyon High School, Mater Dei High School Saint Augustine High School, Monte Vista 

High School, Helix High School, and Cathedral High School. These teams have done very well competing 

against each other throughout their high school life.  

Valhalla’s basketball stats are with an overall of  7-11. Valhalla’s state ranking is 764 this season. Steele 

Canyon’s state ranking is 958. Their overall is 2-10. Saints basketball is doing very well this year. They are 

ranked 13 in the state which is really good and better than most 

high schools. Their overall is 16-3 which is electrifying. Saints 

High School would be a great place to attend if you are planning 

on playing basketball in High School. Helix High School’s 

state  ranking is 183 this season, with an overall record of 13-6. 

Cathedral Catholic High Schools state ranking is 35, with an 

overall record of 13-5. Mater Dei High School’s state ranking of 

5 is better than most high schools we have listed. Their very 

impressive overall record is 15-3. If you are looking forward to 

playing basketball and with a good team, Mater Dei will be a great place for you to attend. Monte Vista state 

ranking is 725 this year. You can also find more details and statistics on each schools’ website to further help 

your decision. 

 

 In conclusion, the high school you go to is mostly up to you - as long as your parents agree! Every 

school is different, and it is important for 8th graders to evaluate multiple options before making a final 

choice. Mr. Mitch - College Prep’s Director- says that every school is unique and therefore it is up to the 

student to choose where they want to go. He also mentioned that many students stayed with charter schools 

after going to College Prep and that the switch from middle school to high school was easy for the vast 

majority of College Prep students. Mr. Mitch recommends that every student goes to High School Night on 

January 30, where the local high schools will present what they have to offer for their future students so 

College Prep students can learn more about their options. 



Both Sides of  

Social Media                                

 Maya L. & Keahni R. 

 

 When you have just come home from school, you are tired and go straight to your phone. This is how 

most kids and adults come home after a long day. Many kids enjoy spending their time on social media to 

connect with friends and family because looking at pictures and videos is a 

fun way to spend time. But is it good or bad for people our age? Here is 

some information that can help you decide whether you should stay on or 

log off. 

 Many people think social media is good, but there are a lot of people 

who worry about it. Parents in particular think that social media can show 

kids of a young age some bad influences. For this reason, many apps have 

an age restriction. Some of the apps that grown-ups think kids should be 

careful with are TikTok, Instagram, Snapchat, Tumbler, VSCO, and Kik. As 

this long list shows, kids today have 

access to a lot of apps!  

 The most popular ones are Instagram, TikTok, Snapchat, and 

YouTube. For all these apps the age restriction is 13 years or older. TikTok 

is an app for kids to use on their free time. You can make funny, lip-syncing, 

dancing videos. The videos won’t be deleted unless it doesn’t follow the 

rules of TikTok or if you decide to delete it. On Snapchat, teenagers use 

filters to take pictures and videos. The filters are fun to play with, especially 

while using Snapchat to communicate with friends. When you post on 

Snapchat, whatever is posted only stays up for 24 hours and only the 

people following you can see it. This feature is popular because kids feel more free to post knowing it’s going 

to be automatically deleted the next day. On YouTube, people of all ages post videos about all types of things 

ranging from beauty to educational videos. Middle schoolers love using YouTube because it is a great way to 

relax while watching entertaining videos. You also get to 

learn things like how to play certain video games or how 

to master specific beauty techniques. Some positives of 

all these things are that you can connect with people, you 

can socialize with 

friends and family, 

and it is a fun way 

to relax and enjoy 

your free time. 

 



 We spoke with College Prep students about social media, 

and there are a lot of different opinions in each grade. We did learn 

that people pay attention to the age restrictions - most of the 6th 

graders at CPMS aren’t allowed to have social media, but kids 

above that grade are allowed to have it. Most of the students we 

spoke with think that social media should only be used by kids aged 

10 and up. The apps they use most are TikTok, Snapchat, 

Instagram, and YouTube. Some interesting thoughts students had 

include the way that most 6th graders we spoke with - including 

Vincent A., Justin H., Hailey F., and Audrena T. - think that putting a 

time limit on phone usage is a good way to help students focus on 

doing homework and chores. We were wondering about what apps 

do most kids enjoy, and Iden K. Yousef L. Yezen Y. and Alexia N. 

enjoy being on the app TikTok. They also suggested keeping a 

private profile and not giving personal information to others as good ways to protect yourself. Some 

interesting thoughts students shared include that most 5th graders agree that people shouldn’t share private 

information on social media. Marcus I. (5th grade) recommends using Incognito Mode while browsing to stay 

safe. Used correctly, social media does provide benefits for middle-school students.  

 We also spoke with CPMS teachers about social media apps. Mr. Riley reminded us that there are 

lots of bad people using social media, so whether middle schoolers should be allowed to use it depends on 

how much parents trust their child to make safe decision on social media. This is a good reminder that 

following the age restrictions will help you feel a lot safer. Mrs. Mellinger was sure to let us know that social 

media is a privilege for some families but that there are pros and cons to it. A problem Mrs. Mellinger sees is 

that it seems social media is affecting kids at school and at home. Mrs. Burke let us know that social media is 

affecting more kids and that it is starting to become noticeable with most families. Mrs. Burke has also noticed 

that most kids are having problems interacting, like at the dinner table or with their family and friends. So even 

though it may seem fun, social media is affecting everyone in a way. 

 Many parents are afraid of the dangers that are on social media but following these tips can help them 

have a different point of view towards social media. Parents should set expectations with their kids on social 

media so they know where the safe boundaries are. Parents can keep up with them by checking their profiles 

every once in awhile to see if they aren’t doing anything bad. And parents can get the apps for themselves to 

see what is going on. 

 In conclusion, we now know that social media has a good side and a bad side. So even though it can 

be fun to connect with your friends in your free time you still need to make sure you know your boundaries 

and how to stay safe.  

 

 

 



Ocean Pollution 

Sienna B. & Cyerra R. 

The sound of sea foam crackles underneath your feet as you walk on a 

beach’s shoreline. But that’s not all you hear, it’s mixed with the crackles of 

crushed plastic water bottles and the clank of sharp, jagged glass as they hit 

each other with every wave. You think about how wonderful it used to be to visit 

this location, instead the beauty has been robbed from you by pollution. Water 

covers most of our globe, the water that builds up most of our Earth is the 

ocean, the ocean helps provide food, water, and even air. But what do humans do 

for the ocean? We create pollution. Every day millions of tons of human waste 

and pollution goes into our 

oceans. You may think you’re not 

contributing to the destruction 

of our oceans by littering a small 

piece of plastic, but you are. Even 

the very small things each of us 

do every day contributes, but 

thankfully there are many things 

we can do to save our oceans. 

Want to help? 

 The main reason ocean pollution is such a huge problem is that the health of 

the oceans is so important to the health of Earth. Our planet is 71% water, our 

oceans & the water we drink. This supply of water offers us so many things, but 

we have returned these kind acts with pollution. There are several things that 

make up this pollution, including chemicals and trash - which is mainly plastic. In 

fact, so much plastic ends up in the ocean that multiple patches (a collected 

amount of trash on the sea’s surface - sometimes containing thousands of tons of 

waste) of trash gather on the ocean’s surface. Sometimes fish and sea creatures 

mistake these patches as seaweed beds to lay eggs on, which is just as tragic as 

those videos of animals caught in fishing nets and digesting waste. 



 There are many sources of pollution - such as landfills washing out to sea, 

and factory chemicals leaking into the waterways. Oil spills from ships have 

leaked millions of barrels from the first spills until the present year. This 

pollution affects not just the ocean’s living organisms, but us humans too. 

Drinkable water is limited on Earth, clean air, resources, and supplies for survival. 

We are just narrowing the time of humankind’s survival with increasing population 

and material consumption. We humans created plastic bottles, bags and non-

biodegradable waste that nature will never break down. The ocean is filled with 

these items, so the Earth is constantly being polluted and never being able to get 

rid of our waste naturally. Humans have created this world-wide problem, and 

only humans can create the solution. 

 People are beginning to realize the 

ocean’s importance to the world. They’re 

starting to think what an Earth would be 

like without a pure ocean: deplorable. But 

with many ocean clean up services, we’re 

finally starting to take action! Actions such as voluntary clean-ups, donating to 

ocean clean up services, voting, and protesting. All these things are vital to the 

ocean’s survival, which means they are important to our survival. One of the 

biggest ocean clean-up services trying to make our ocean plastic-free is 4Ocean - 

an organization that is targeting plastic and other waste that doesn't belong in 

our oceans. Of course, 4Ocean can't do it alone, but don’t fret - there are many 

other ocean clean-up services too, such as “The Ocean Cleanup,” “Surfrider 

Foundation,” and “Take 3 For the Sea.” If you are interested, any of these would 

be a worthwhile organization to donate time or money to. There are also multiple 

clean-up groups that go out and pick up different types of trash. These groups 

gather volunteers and head out to pick up as 

much trash from the ocean shores and 

beaches as possible. These groups are 

sponsored mostly by private donations, as 

well as some local funding.  



 Even famous creators are starting to call attention to the damage that has 

been done by posting awareness videos, making meaningful speeches, and even 

creating masterpieces of art. An example of an artist making a big impact is the 

sculptor Angela Haseltine Pozzi - who has created multiple masterpieces, each 

one conveying a different message 

about ocean pollution. Her artworks are 

actually created with ocean pollution 

itself! Angela collects trash found on 

shore and creates incredible sculptures 

of sea life, her works are convincing 

that the ocean doesn't need us more 

than we need it. Her art has inspired 

many people to be more careful about 

what they use and how it might affect the ocean.  

Most people recycle, turn off running water when its not being used, and 

throw away trash. But what else can we do? College Prep Middle School students 

and staff have offered their strategies to avoid polluting, and their thoughts on 

ocean pollution in general. How can we help? What little things can people do that 

will help clean this mess up? Most students, such as Athan B. (5th grade) and 

Giselle S. (5th grade) state, ”Recycle more!” Common strategies such as picking 

up garbage and throwing it away have also been mentioned by students. Plastic 

items such as water bottles, straws and plastic wrappers should be recycled or 

thrown away properly. Ayslinn N. (7th grade) says,” We should finish our food,” 

meaning we shouldn’t be wasteful with supplies. 

Students have also suggested ideas we could use in 

real life such as “To not throw trash in the streets,” 

says Isabella D. (7th grade) and “Use electric cars,” 

from Micheal R. (5th grade). But there’s a reason 

behind their answers: why they do it. “So wildlife 

doesn’t die,” says Micheal R. (5th grade). ”So animal 

species don’t die,” says Giliana V. (6th grade).   



Most of the reasons behind the students’ actions are to save sea-life, this 

emphasizes the idea that living ocean animals are important. But many sea 

creatures are in the process of dying this instan, such as the “hot-blob,” a 

location in the Pacific Ocean where the water has suffered from a marine heat 

wave. As a result, millions of seabirds have died and washed up on shores because 

of due to starvation, the fish (their food) died due to rising temperatures in the 

water. We want the animals to live, but how can we save them when humans are 

mostly focused on each of our own lives?   

Ms. Spencer (our 8th grade science teacher) understands the importance 

of water. ”Water is the most important molecule to maintain the balance of the 

world’s environments,” Ms. Spencer stated. This reason is certainly true, without 

water, living organisms cannot hydrate. People not recycling and throwing away 

trash isn't the only reason why our ocean is polluted, technology also is a major 

factor to ocean pollution. Many modern technologies are not so friendly to the 

environment. Ariana T. (8th grade) says, “Many of the devices I use probably 

aren't eco-friendly.” Many other students weren't so sure if the technology they 

used was even recyclable, 

and most modern 

technology’s aren’t and 

even if they were, they 

could still contribute to 

ocean pollution. How do 

they contribute? Well how 

they’re made, how we can 

dispose of them, and it 

affects the ocean. Cars, 

phones, washing machines, 

and our TVs all add to ocean pollution by the gas, oils, and unnatural substances 

(such as chemicals from cleaning supplies) they emit into the ecosystem. Also, 

the construction and shipping of these appliances contributes waste and pollution 

to our world. 



People contribute to ocean pollution more than we think—even if you’re 

unaware of it, you yourself might be contributing to ocean pollution everyday. 

Humans contribute to ocean pollution even by simple things like throwing a gum 

wrapper on the floor, 

missing the recycling bin, 

and not cleaning up after 

ourselves at the beach. 

Even silly things like losing 

sand toys or letting them 

drift off into the horizon 

pollutes the ocean. When 

you’re not even near the 

ocean, you can add to ocean pollution. Cars create ocean pollution, going out to eat 

creates ocean pollution, and not recycling the right things or the right way 

creates ocean pollution.  

 

 Ocean pollution was caused by us humans, and only we can take it back. 

Remember, preventing ocean pollution can be done in many simple ways. Important 

things to focus on in day-to-day life include properly throwing recyclables away, 

using more eco-friendly products, and thinking about your actions and how they 

might affect the ocean… We can make a change!   



                                                  

Family, Toys, and Christmas Joys 

Grant Y. & George P. 

 “Merry Christmas to all, and to all a good night!” a phrase you have most likely heard from the big man 

himself, Santa. But...what is Christmas, and who is this Santa guy anyway?  The person you should really 

thank for this wonderful holiday is Jesus Christ, the central figure of Christianity. Christmas celebrates the 

birth of Jesus and is celebrated in more than 150 countries. It is celebrated on December 25th, and is a 

holiday filled with joy, family, and  merrymaking. So, now that you have an idea of what Christmas is, will you 

be home for the holidays? 

Christmas means “The Mass of Christ,” which is what the entire holiday is based on - the birthday of 

Jesus Christ. Nobody is 100 percent sure exactly when Jesus was born, 

so December 25th is used as an approximation of the date. It is 

celebrated by non-Christians very similar to how it is celebrated by 

Christians, but devoid of religious elements. The exact date of when 

Christmas began being celebrated is unknown, but it is estimated to be 

around 340 AD. Before then, people were aware of Jesus Christ’s 

birthday, but they did not necessarily celebrate it. In 340 AD though, it 

was decided that Christmas would be celebrated on December 25th. 

Before this, people believed Jesus’ birthday to be on other dates such as March 29th and January 6th! When 

people began to celebrate Christmas, it was not anything special. There was just a feast amongst families 

and merrymaking with one another. Around this time of year, Romans would celebrate the return of Saturn, 

the Roman God of agriculture, Saturnalia. It was a week long festival in which Romans would exchange gifts 

and decorate trees, and when the Christians observed these festivities, they began to use them for 

Christmas, realizing how important December 25th was to them. People have been celebrating it the same 

way ever since, adding other traditions, such as decorating houses and listening to Christmas music. It has 

been considered a federal/official holiday in the US since 1885, and today nine out of ten Americans 

celebrate Christmas. Traditions may vary from family to family, but at the root of all Christmas celebrations is 

the birth of Jesus Christ. 

Christmas is celebrated differently in other countries all around the world with different traditions and 

festivities, so let’s get into a few of them. To begin this journey, let’s go all the way to India where very few 

people celebrate it due to the population only being 2.3% Christian. Having said this, the population of India is 

over 1 Billion, so that means there are over 20 million Christians in India! One of the largest Indian Christian 

Communities is in Mumbai. Many of the Christians in Mumbai came from or have roots in Goa (on the west of 

India, and about 26% Christian). In India, midnight mass is one of the most important events of Christmas, 

and on this day the whole family will walk to mass. This is followed by a massive feast of different delicacies 

(mostly curries), as well as the giving and receiving of presents. Churches in India are decorated with candles 

and Poinsettia flowers, just like how we do here in America.  



Let’s now travel from India, all the way to Eastern Europe in the country of Serbia, where the main 

religion is a form of Christianity called Eastern Orthodox. Unlike other countries, Christmas in Serbia is a very 

strict religious holiday where many families will go to a Christmas service at church. Serbia still uses the 

Julian calendar, so they celebrate Christmas on 

January 7th. Their Advent starts on 28th 

November and lasts for six weeks. During this 

time, some people fast and some don't eat food 

that comes from animals. On Christmas Eve 

(called 'Badnji dan' during the day and 'Badnje 

veče' after sunset), Serbian families gather and 

fast. A lot of old Serbian traditions associated 

with the countryside, which have now lost their 

meaning because more people live in towns and 

cities. On the morning of Christmas Eve, the father of the family used to go to the forest to cut a young oak 

called the 'Badnjak' (Christmas Eve tree) but today people just buy one. The Badnjak is then burnt like a Yule 

Log. Christmas Eve has big bonfires outside of the church where oak branches and ‘Badnjak’ are burned. 

Christmas day is greeted by the church bells ringing in the morning and people firing guns in the air. The first 

person to enter a house on Christmas Day is called a polaznik and it's thought to bring luck to the house and 

family but most of the time the polaznik is prearranged, but if the family has a bad year ,they don’t ask for that 

person to come back. As is clear from just the examples of India and Serbia, Christmas takes place in unique 

ways in different countries! 

There are many other holidays celebrated around Christmas by different people, including 

Hanukkah, Kwanzaa, and Los Posadas. Hanukkah is a Jewish 

holiday that celebrates the rededication of the Second Temple  of 

Jerusalem at the time of the Maccabean Revolt against the 

Seleucid Empire. It is a nine day festival that all Jewish people 

celebrate.  

Let’s talk about Kwanzaa. Kwanzaa is a pan African holiday that celebrates 

family,  communities, and cultures. This holiday was created by Dr. Maulana Karenga in 1966, and is a week 

long annual celebration held in the United States and other nations of the African diaspora. Kwanzaa occurs 

from December 26th to January 1st. On these days people will give gifts and 

celebrate through feasts the people who celebrate Kwanzaa are people from any 

African dialect. Kwanzaa is celebrated in many different ways by different families, 

but most times Kwanzaa will be celebrated by singing, dancing, gift giving, and 

feasting. The name Kwanzaa is derived from the phrase “matunda ya kwanza” 

which means “first fruits” in Swahili. On Kwanzaa each of the 7 nights a child comes 

to light a candle on the Kinara, which is a candle holder. Kwanzaa also has seven 

basic symbols representing values and concepts reflective of African culture. An 

African feast, called a Karamu, is held on December 31. It is interesting to learn 

how different people celebrate their own cultures and communities! Now, let’s get back to Christmas. 

If you would like to learn more about 

Hanukkah, the following article (by Joshua C.) 

focuses entirely on Hanukkah - so it is a great 

way to learn about this event in detail.  



We interviewed some students at CPMS to see what some of the things that they do on Christmas. 

Isaac B. (5th grade) celebrates Christmas by eating a lot of food with his grandma and family. One of his 

earliest Christmas memories is when his grandma got him and his siblings clothes instead of toys, and they 

were very upset that they did not get any of their desired gifts. Another student we were able to interview was 

Mace W. (7th grade) who celebrates Christmas by eating food with his family and opening presents. His 

earliest Christmas memory is when he woke up on Christmas morning to a brand new motorcycle. When we 

spoke with Marissa S. (5th grade), we figured out that she celebrates Christmas with her family by going to 

church every year. Her oldest Christmas memory is when she was able to play in the snow on December 

25th. Our next interview was with Kyle P. (7th grade), and he celebrates this holiday by having a family 

Christmas party and going snowboarding. Next, we spoke with Grace P. from 5th grade, and she celebrates 

Christmas with her family and dogs. Every year, she opens presents and sends letters to her family. Her 

earliest Christmas memory is when she built a snowman made out of, you guessed it, snow. Justin H. (6th 

grade) puts up decorations and goes to church with his family. One of Justin’s oldest Christmas memories is 

when he unwrapped a brand new lego set from under the tree. Another CPMS student we  interviewed was 

Nathan D. (5th grade), and he celebrates Christmas by eating a turkey with his cousins and family, and his 

oldest Christmas memory was when he got his first Xbox on Christmas morning. Our next interviewee, all the 

way from 6th grade, is Chris B., who celebrates Christmas with his family, by going to church together on 

Christmas morning. Chris’s oldest Christmas memory is from the year he opened a brand new toy car. Our 

final CPMS student that we were able to speak with was Juliana S. (5th grade) and she celebrates Christmas 

with her family and friends by participating in a white elephant. Her oldest Christmas memory is when she 

slept over at her friend’s house on Christmas Eve. We were able to interview a lot of CPMS students, and we 

thank all of them for taking time out of their lunch to answer some questions.      

At the end of the day, we’re talking about a time of year that has something for everyone. Hanukkah 

and Kwanzaa are great ways to celebrate the important things in life. As our article shows, Christmas is a 

wonderful holiday that can be celebrated in many different ways all around the world. From Atlantic to Pacific, 

this holiday is terrific! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hanukkah 
Joshua C. 

 Have you ever heard of Hanukkah and wondered what it means? Well, Hanukkah literally means 

Dedication, and is the name of a holiday that the Jews created to remember the time a lantern had oil for a day 

but miraculously the oil lasted for eight days - 

keeping people safe. People celebrate 

Hanukkah in their homes by lighting up the 

menorah each night and having feasts. Each 

night, we read the scriptures, and we eat, play, 

sing, dance, and give thanks. Continue reading 

to learn more about Hanukkah. 

 Hanukkah is observed for eight nights 

and days, starting on the 25th day of Kislev 

according to the Hebrew calendar, which may 

occur at any time from late November to late 

December in the Gregorian calendar. Hanukkah 

is also known as the Festival of Lights, and is a festival commemorating the rededication of the Second 

Temple in Jerusalem at the time of the Maccabean Revolt against the Seleucid Empire. This is an important 

reason to celebrate Hanukkah because the rededication of the Temple of Jerusalem happened after it was 

retaken by the Maccabees (a group of Jewish warriors), from the Greeks in the 2nd century BCE—as 

explained by Tablet magazine. Although Hanukkah is not mentioned in the Hebrew Scriptures, Hanukkah 

came to be widely celebrated and remains one of the most popular Jewish religious observances. Over the 

centuries, Hanukkah hasn’t really changed because everyone lights up the menorah, feasts, and reads 

scriptures. 

  The most common way for families to celebrate Hanukkah each evening is to light an extra candle. 

Then they go and sing praises to Yahweh (God). We have a feast with either friends or families. My family 

and I spend the week of Hanukkah by lighting up the menorah each night and going to our friends' houses to 

feast. The menorah is a very important part of the 

event, no matter where in the world people are. In 

Jerusalem, there is a huge menorah that people 

light up every sunset, marking the beginning of 

each new day. The eight candles in a menorah 

represent the number of days that the Temple 

lantern blazed. The ninth candle is called 

shamash (‘helper’), and is used to light the other 

candles. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hebrew_calendar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maccabean_Revolt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seleucid_Empire


 Many students at CPMS did not know about Hanukkah. All the students asked responded that they 

either didn’t know much or hadn’t even heard of it. For the staff here at CPMS there are only two staff 

members here that do celebrate Hanukkah: Mr. Mitch and Ms. Coplan. Mr. Mitch is one of the Directors of 

College Prep, and he was kind enough to sit with me to discuss Hanukkah. Mr. Mitch does celebrates 

Hanukkah, I asked him why he celebrates Hanukkah? Mr. Mitch responded by saying, “Because I am a Jew 

and because it is my tradition to do so.” I asked him if he knows the meaning of Hanukkah, and Mr. Mitch 

responded by saying, “Yes, I do know what the 

meaning of Hanukkah is, It was when all of the Jews 

were stuck at one spot and there was enough oil for one 

day, but instead the oil lasted eight days.” I asked about 

why they took the book of Hanukkah out of Torah and 

I was surprised that this was new information I had 

taught him! The final question I asked Mr. Mitch was 

about what he does during Hanukkah, and he 

responded by saying, “I celebrate Hanukkah by giving 

gifts to everyone and lighting up the menorah each 

night.” 

 To conclude, Hanukkah is a blessed and thankful week to celebrate all around the world. If it weren’t 

for Yahweh I don’t know what would have happened. Thankfully the oil lasted for eight days instead of one 

night; now we can celebrate in our homes and have feasts with our families and worship Yahweh.  



A New View Of Art 

Ariana T. & Christina C. 

 Imagine this... paint brushes filling in blank spaces on a page. One stroke at a time, forming a painting 

using colors to bring it all together . This is what Art class is all about. College Prep’s new Art classroom 

provides our students with more room to express their creativity.  In our old building, we had to find a 

classroom available so that we could do art, but now in the new building we have one dedicated to art. This 

allows students to be more creative and to use the space to explore the different types of art. Students and staff 

have given us feedback on how they like the classroom and how it helps them to become more creative. When 

you were in middle school did your school have an Art class? Well here at CPMS we do, and this is how it has 

been transformed. 

 Students and staff are very happy to have a new room dedicated to create and to exhibit the wonderful 

art created by our students. At the old building art had to be done in a science room, but in our new building 

there is an art room containing more space to work and place pieces of 

artwork. Being able to have a dedicated space that only contains art 

supplies is very helpful. Now the room has a sink that helps a lot with 

cleaning up after painting, and avoids students leaving the classroom 

to wash their hands. The room also has an organized space to be able 

to easily find supplies when needed to create a piece of art. The 

windows provide views that inspire students to be more creative when deciding on what they would like to 

draw. Students are able to express themselves with artistic projects, which allows them to be their most 

creative.  Research says that art improves performance in other academic areas, so allowing time in the day to 

focus on art is a way for schools to help students improve work in multiple subjects. Art can also help students 

gain self-confidence and increase self-esteem. Being creative can also be helpful when having to deal with 

school because art helps reduce stress and anxiety. Art often can help with having better academic outcomes. 

So, having this classroom is a great way for students to express themselves through art. 

 College Prep has just begun the very first Art Club in the school’s history. This club will be a place 

where students are able to come together to beautify the school’s campus. The Club will have three Directors - 

whose role is to find ways to help students by guiding them when they make their art designs. Mrs. Burke, one 

of the directors of the club, would like the club to be able to make murals both inside and outside the school. 

Art members are wanted to help with contributing 

ideas for different murals along with help with many 

more works of art. Students who wanted to join Art 

Club had to apply and then be interviewed because so 

many students wanted to be involved! Five students in 

each grade were chosen, for a total of 20 students in 

the Art Club. 



 College Prep staff and students are enjoying art very much this year.  Mrs. Burke is the teacher for 6th 

grade art. Mrs. Burke feels that the new space has improved her experience at teaching art at CPMS: “We have 

an amazing space to create Art, a sink 

with running water for easy clean up, 

and what a view for all to see. The 

corner of the room is perfect to see 

one-point perspective.” Mrs. Burke 

loves teaching painting, so that's why 

having the sink to help clean up after 

is so important. Chris W. (5th grade) 

likes art “because I get to show off 

work and use my imagination.” 

Brighton P. (5th grade) replied with “I like the new art classroom because you get to share your art and help 

teach art to my friends”. Another addition to the world of art at CPMS this year has been the inclusion of Mrs. 

Trainor as the teacher for 5th grade art. Mrs. Trainor said having a huge space, opens up a lot of options for 

displaying artwork. In addition, being able to display images onto the whiteboard is great to show samples of 

artwork and techniques. There are many things but the last thing she loves about the art room is how light-

filled it is. Light plays a big role in art, and she loves being able to have abundant natural light. She loves every 

aspect of the room. Mrs. Trainor does not have a favorite part about the room. Mrs. Trainor said that her two 

favorite styles of art are Sumi-e art (which is Japanese ink painting), and Impressionism (which is an painting 

style, where there are small brush 

strokes and bright colors). 

Students at CPMS have good 

things to say about the art 

classroom. Bonnie D. (6th grade) 

told us that “ I like art because 

you can express yourself without 

words”. Christian O. (6th grade) 

responded with “I like the new art classroom because you can show off your creativity”.  

 Overall students like the new classroom and it is a great environment to learn and show off creativity. 

Overall, the art classroom helps to encourage students to enjoy art and is generally a good environment for 

students to express themselves.  

 

 



Fitness through Kickboxing 

Martin S. & Jacob A. 

Are you tired of people picking on you and calling you names? If so this article is just for you, so click on it if 

you want to show them up!!! Do you like keeping fit? If so, you need to find a sport you enjoy. You may not 

have thought about it in the past, but kickboxing could be the best choice! We guarantee that this sport will 

get anybody fit in the blink of an eye. Once you are feeling fit and healthy, you will realize that this has 

improved your life - your cardio will improve, and so will your self-confidence! 

 It is widely known that physical health and personal discipline 

are important attributes. Physical health is important for people to 

maintain because being healthy plays a big role in your life such as 

being more fit, healthy and can lengthen your life. Also, the older 

you get, you won’t have as many health complications and back 

problems as other elderly people that have those common 

problems. Personal discipline is helpful in life because it teaches you 

manners which plays a big role in your life and goes a long way. 

This could also help because people will see you as a well 

mannered person. Leaving this sort of good impression with people 

will help in social circles, and also in careers. Employers love to hire 

well-disciplined people - no matter what the job. 

 Kickboxing is a sport where you’re able to use your fists, 

knees, legs, and elbows to protect yourself and to fight someone 

else. It’s basically like boxing but you’re able to use more body parts 

for this sport. But kickboxing is about more than just fighting. When you are stressed about something 

whether it’s school or you’re depressed, kickboxing is a good way to keep you stress free and it also benefits 

your body. Some outcomes that kickboxing can develop is It can make you feel relaxed and calm. kickboxing 

could be good therapy for you. 

 College Prep teachers understand the importance of getting fit and staying healthy. Mr. Holland has 

been the PE teacher at CPMS since the school began, and he shared his knowledge about kickboxing and 

also about fitness with us. Mr. Holland knows the importance of being fit at a young age. When he was at 

school, Mr. Holland “played volleyball, and it 

helped with time management, making 

friends and working as a team.” We asked 

about kickboxing, and learned that Mr. 

Holland believes it is “a good sport.” He feels 

that kickboxing “teaches self-discipline and 

boosts confidence” and has the added bonus 

that kickboxing skills “can help out with real 

life situations for self defense.” We asked Mr. 

Holland if he would choose kickboxing as a 

sport to pursue, but he declined because he 

is already playing other sports.  



 Mrs. Mellinger teaches history to the 8th grade, and she also had opinions to share with us about 

kickboxing. Mrs. Mellinger did tell us that she has “never kickboxed before however I can provide some 

insight on boxing.” She also told us what kinds of strengths kickboxing develops: ”Physical strengths: 

Stamina, ability to maintain a physical activity for long stretches of time” as well as  “Mental Strengths: good 

eye hand coordination, willingness to continue to work hard.” Another positive idea about kickboxing Mrs. 

Mellinger did give us is that “Kickboxing and boxing can help teenagers stay fit by teaching them how to train 

with weights, teaches about cardio and also how to use a speed bag or heavy bag.” She also mentioned 

“Staying physically fit helps teenagers later in life because it teaches them how to follow rules, work in teams 

and also managing their time wisely. For example, in order to participate in after school sports, a student 

needs to make sure that school work is done while 

balancing school life with practices.” Last but not least, 

Mrs. Mellinger included the importance of  “Students 

being taught by coaches and instructors on how to 

prevent injuries, which include stretches before and after 

activities, cool down activities and how to properly 

perform tasks related to the specific sport.” We knew that 

Mrs. Spencer is another CPMS teacher who likes to stay 

healthy, so we asked her if she has ever tried kickboxing 

as a sport. she replied, “No, I play a sport that is non-

competitive that is good for defensive sport & it’s good 

cardio exercise.” She did understand that combat sports 

are “also good If you’re in a situation where you need to 

defend yourself.” Last but not least, she mentioned that 

these sports are “great cardio & work out all body parts, 

which makes your body clean and healthy.” 

 Not every College Prep student we spoke with plays a sport, but every single one of the kids who do 

told us that one important lesson they are learning from sport is teamwork. This is good to hear because 

teamwork teaches us how to cooperate with others, which is a good skill for life, and to be a better player 

overall. Not only does sport teach discipline, it is also a fun way to learn. Almost every student we interviewed 

are aware that kickboxing and boxing are great for self defense, but nobody seemed to be aware of the other 

ways these sports can help. As discussed above, not only does kickboxing just teach self defense, it teaches 

self-confidence and how to be strong mentally, which can help you overcome your fears. Last but not least, 

kickboxing is more of a mental sport—it is not always about fighting physically, but also a mental game. 

 

 To sum it up, kickboxing can be a beneficial sport for many people. Also it can really impact 

somebody's life whether young or old because it keeps you physically and mentally fit. Another thing to 

mention is that kickboxing is not always about fighting someone, but it can also be just for training to become 

healthier or stay in shape. Maybe a combat sport is not for you, but find a sport you will like and stick to it. 

Fitness and staying healthy is important, so find a sport that fits you best! 

 

 



Loving that Leisure 

Lily P. & Olivia V. & Valencia H. 

 If you are losing leisure, look out! You may be losing your soul. It is 

very important to spend time enjoying life, and after-school activities are a 

great introduction to new ways to spend your leisure time. Many CPMS 

students and staff members participated in after-school activities such as 

sports and/or clubs. Multiple kids and adults have engaged in sports and 

clubs that interest them. These leisure activities also benefit people in 

various ways. People who take part in sports get the healthy exercise they 

need, and also learn how to cooperate with other team members. Instead of playing sports, some people 

choose to participate in other activities, such as being a part of a club. People who contribute in clubs 

also enhance their social activity and have been shown to have an increased memory. Do you take part in 

any sports and clubs? If you don’t, you may want to consider joining one after reading this article.  

 Some College Prep students take part in clubs and sports after school, which they may have a 

passion for. Some students may participate in clubs such as ASB, Art club and even Chess club. There 

are many benefits to this kind of organized activity - on top of the obvious social benefits. Students 

who engage in these activities are said to have better memory and better social skills. According to the 

National Association for Musical Education, studies show that students who play instruments also have 

an increased memory and do better on their schoolwork. 

Various College Prep students take part in organized sports 

after school, some examples of these include swim, soccer, 

baseball, football, and volleyball. Sports allow people  to 

develop social skills that allow them to cooperate with other 

people, and make them feel better at the same time. The 

website for HealthDirect - a service of the Australian 

government - reports that sports also have many benefits 

such as developing important life skills and learning how to 

control their emotions, and to listen to their coaches and 

teammates. Participating in leisure or recreational activities 

may enhance the immune system, improve flexibility, reduce stress and/or depression, improve self-

esteem, quality of sleep, as well as time-management. 

 Current CPMS students, such as Donte B. in 6th grade, participate in football because, “it 

teaches discipline” and he has now taken part in football for two years now. Other students, like Sarai 

T. in 6th grade, take part in ASB, an after-school activity offered on campus. She participates in this 

because she “wants to contribute to the school.”  Olivia V. in 8th grade has played soccer for ten years 

and softball for nine years. She participates in these activities because she enjoys them and it helps 

her learn to “cooperate with her coaches and other players.” In high school, Olivia plans on joining 

softball, soccer, cross country and powder puff (which is a club where the girls in the club play touch or 

flag football while the boys in the club cheer or coach the girls playing.) Valencia H., also in the 8th 

grade, has played soccer for seven years and started gymnastics about a year ago. In high school, she 

plans on joining track, volleyball and soccer, as well as boxing. Grant Y. (8th grade) takes part in beach 

volleyball, baseball, and is also involved in ASB. He says that he had joined the baseball team to stay fit, 

plays beach volleyball so he can hang out with his friends, and does ASB so he can be more involved and 

increases his chance of going to college. Zayde I. (5th grade) plays volleyball to get exercise, and 

attends girl scouts for leadership skills. She has participated in girl scouts since she was in 

kindergarten and started volleyball just this year.  



 The College Prep community certainly 

knows how important it is to take part in 

sports and leisure activities. Some CPMS 

parents, like Matt V. used to take part in 

many activities. Matt V. used to participate 

in football, baseball and ASB. He played 

football because he loved the game and he 

enjoyed relationships that came with it. He 

enjoyed baseball because he loved the 

strategy. Joshua P., another College Prep 

parent, participated in basketball, soccer 

and wrestling. He participated in these 

sports because he loves sports, the 

competition, and he liked being a part of a 

team and working together with his teammates because even when you lose it is still like a win. Mr. 

Riley, the 8th grade math teacher here at College Prep, regularly plays golf and also works out at the 

YMCA every morning before work. Mr. Riley plays golf because it is a tricky and fun sport to master, 

and it is also a great way to hang out with family and friends. He also tutors three days a week, on 

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday because not only does he claim it makes him a better teacher, but it 

is also his way of giving back to the community.  In college, Mr. 

Riley participated in an annual bike race located at Indiana 

University, training all-year for this four-person relay. In high 

school, he had played varsity basketball, baseball and took part in 

cross-country. When his son was a child, Mr. Riley led his baseball 

league and coached them for seven years. Ms. Spencer is the 8th 

grade science teacher at CPMS. She had partook in Latin Club, 

played the French horn, was a cheerleader, majorette and part of 

the marching band in middle school and high school. She also played 

the French horn from 5th grade to when she graduated from 

college. She was a cheerleader, participating off and on since 3rd 

grade. She decided to join Latin Club to help pursue her dream 

career, being a veterinarian. She knew studying Latin would help 

her in this career due to the medical vocab being based on Latin. 

Mr. Holland teaches PE to all grades here at CPMS. Back in middle 

school, he took part in band (playing the marching tenor drum,) and 

also played flag football, basketball, track and field, as well as 

baseball. He participated in volleyball from 7th grade and still does 

today. He played these sports because he enjoyed them and helped 

him manage his time and also taught him how to work as a team.  

In conclusion, most of CPMS’s staff and students participate or participated in sports and clubs. 

Some took part because of the social and health benefits, such as staying active and staying on top of 

their schoolwork by discipline. CPMS students plan on joining sports in the future, just like some of the 

College Prep staff and other adults had done. It is very important to find something you love to do, and 

then to make time to do it! 

 

 



A World of Winners 

Riley H. 

You’re sitting on the couch with your family, on the edge of your seat, watching as Michael Phelps 

takes the lead at the last second in the 200 meter butterfly. You would be watching the Olympics, along with 

the 3.6 billion others who tune in every four years.  The Olympics is one of the most diverse sporting events 

worldwide. It is a series of 33 sports played by 

206 nations. It is televised internationally with 

over 220 million viewers. Although it is only 

held every four years, anticipation grows and 

grows between one Olympics and the next. The 

upcoming 2020 Olympics is expected to be quite 

an event, with over 11,000 athletes already 

qualified. One of the biggest hits of the 

Olympics, swimming will be a part of this year’s 

Games and many swimmers are training for the gold. Also, many new sports are being introduced to the 

Olympics this year, including softball, which has been in the Olympics but was removed after 2008. Many 

predictions have been made as to which countries will win the most medals. Read on to find out! 

Believe it or not, the Olympics are over 2500 years old! The ancient Olympic games were part of a 

religious festival honoring the king of the Greek gods and goddesses, Zeus. The festival took place in 

Olympia, in western Peloponnesos. The athletes were all male, coming from every corner of the region, 

spanning from Iberia, Spain in the west to Turkey in the east. The ancient Games included running, long jump, 

shot put, javelin, boxing, pankration (which is like wrestling), and equestrian events. They go back as far as 

776 BC, with the first games held then, and  every four years after, always being held in Olympia. The 

Olympics continued to be held in Olympia until 393 AD, when they stopped for a brief period of time. They 

started up again in 1896, these Games being first of what are now called the modern Olympics. You can send 

your thanks to Baron Pierre de Coubertin, who was responsible for the revival of the Olympics. The Olympics 

continued after that every four years, jumping from country to country. In 1928, the idea of the Olympic torch 

was created, which took eight years to be a part of the Games, being first incorporated in the 1936 Olympics in 

Berlin. The Olympics have been around a long time, and many factors of the 2020 Games are highly 

influenced by past years. This year’s Olympics 

will take place in Tokyo, Japan, running 

between July 24th and August 9th. The 

Olympics have grown exponentially, with 33 

categories of sports, and 53 sports being played 

at the 2020 Games. 

 



 One of the most prominent categories of sports included in the Summer Olympics are the aquatic 

sports. The four sports classified as aquatic are swimming, synchronized swimming, water polo, and diving. 

Up first, swimming is an exciting sport to watch, with eight 

of the fastest swimmers in the world, competing side by side 

for the gold. The swimming events will take place from July 

25th to August 2nd at the Olympic Aquatics Centre. This 

complex was built specifically for these Olympics, so 

everything should be perfect for hosting the Games. In the 

Olympics,  there are four strokes: butterfly, backstroke, 

breaststroke, and freestyle, and 37 events, 9 of which are 

relays. Relays are swimming events that include four 

swimmers from the same country swimming back-to-back, each trying to progressively swim the fastest. The 

relays this year include three mens’ relays, three womens’ relays, and three mixed relays, composed of two 

men and two women from each country. This will be the first Olympics that mixed relays appear, having only 

been proposed in 2017. The other 28 events include six freestyle events, two butterfly, two backstroke, two 

breaststroke, and two individual medley events for each gender. Individual Medley is comprised of each one of 

the strokes gathered together in one event. Butterfly is swum first, straight into backstroke, right into 

breaststroke, and ending with freestyle. Now, which swimmers are expected to do well this year in the 

Olympics, and which swimmers have retired since 2016? Starting out with the famous Michael Phelps, his last 

race took place in the 2016 Olympics, with his retirement taking place right after. Although this was 

devastating news to many people, he has since stated that it was the right decision as it gave younger 

swimmers a chance to break out of his shadow. His retirement opens up the chance for the silver medalists in 

his events from 2016 to shine. Silver medalist in 200 Butterfly from 2016, Masato Sakai, now has a chance to 

possibly win gold with Phelps out of the way. Also, silver medalist in 200 Individual Medley from 2016, 

Kosuke Hagino,  might be able to pull off a win without Phelps competing. Next, Japanese gold medalist in 

200 Breaststroke, Rie Kaneto, announced her retirement in May, 2018. This also opens up the opportunity for 

silver medalist, Yulia Efimova, to take home the gold. Finally, Hungarian gold medalist in the 200 and 400 

Individual Medley, Katinka 

Hosszu, has reportedly 

stopped practicing under 

her husband, and has begun 

training beneath Swiss 

coach, Árpád Petrov. This 

could positively affect her 

races, or take a turn for the 

worse, we will just have to 

see in July. 



 New sports are added to the Olympics every year they are held. This year, they will contain five new 

sports: softball, surfing, rock climbing, skateboarding, and karate. The first, softball, was included in the 2008 

Games, but removed for the years after. This was in order to force elite softball players to choose a senior 

national team, as the Olympic team was no longer an option. The roster for softball has already been made, 

consisting of 19 players, 4 of which are pitchers, 3 catchers, 

10 infield and outfield, and two utility players. One of the 

pitchers, Monica Abbott, is an experienced Olympian—

having competed in the 2008 Olympics before softball was 

removed. The next new sport, surfing, is welcomed to the 

Olympics for the very first time, having been proposed in 

2016, and passed later that year. The surfing competitions 

will take place in the ocean, which adds a level of concern 

to the surfers because the conditions of waves as well as 

weather, wind, and the tides are all factors to consider. Since no two waves are the same, the athletes must 

compete against each other, as well as nature.  At the Olympics, shortboards will be used, and there will be 20 

male surfers and 20 female surfers, competing amongst the same gender. At the Games, there will be initial 

rounds and main rounds that will eventually lead to 

gold and bronze medal matches. The initial rounds 

will have four person heats, and the main rounds will 

have two-person heats in which the winner advances 

to the next round and the loser is eliminated. The 

length of a heat is typically 30 minutes, and depends 

on the Technical Director’s decision based on the 

conditions of the day. Each athlete is allowed to ride 

a maximum of 25 waves, and their two highest 

scoring waves will count toward their heat total. Five 

judges will critique and score each ride based on the criteria given. On to the next new sport: sport climbing, or 

rock climbing. This will be the first time sport climbing is included in an Olympics, having previously been 

tested at the 2018 Summer Youth Olympics. The sport climbing will take place at the Aomi Urban Sports 

Park. It will consist of three categories, speed climbing, lead climbing, and bouldering. In speed climbing, two 

athletes will compete against each other for whoever can get up a 12 meter wall faster. Lead climbing involves 

athletes trying to climb as high as they can on a 12-meter high wall within six minutes. The climbers use safety 

ropes along the route. When a climber attaches their rope to the top clip, they have completed the climb. If a 

climber falls, the height they reached is recorded. Lastly, in bouldering, the athletes climb as many fixed routes 

on a four-meter high wall as they can within four minutes. When the climber grabs the final hold at the top of a 

route, they have completed it and will then move on to the next route. Sport climbing is a fun and competitive 

new sport being added to the Games.  



Another new sport being introduced is skateboarding. This sport has never been in the Olympics and 

provides a way for athletes to show off both their skills and creativity. Creativity is shown through what part of 

the course the athlete attempts as well as what tricks and moves they do. The judges take speed, difficulty, and 

originality into account when producing the score. And finally, the last new sport being added to the 2020 

Olympics is karate. The karate portion of the Games will include 80 athletes, 

with eight events. It is the first time karate will be at the Games, and many 

people are very excited for it. This Olympics contains five new sports, four 

of which are being introduced for the first time, and one that is being 

welcomed back with a roaring audience. 

People all over the world are excited for the upcoming Olympics, as 

well as the students and staff of CPMS. Of all students we’ve interviewed, 

90% of them are planning to watch the Games, and 100% of them have 

watched the Olympics in the past.  In fact, Riley M. (6th grade) is very 

enthusiastic about the Games, and can’t wait to watch the track events. When he watches the Olympics, he 

cheers for the U.S.A as well as Puerto Rico, but he predicts the U.S. will win the most gold medals. Track is a 

prominent part of the Olympics, racking in 16 million viewers in the 2016 Games. Olivia V. (8th Grade) is 

ecstatic about softball making a comeback to these Olympics and can’t wait to watch them with her family and 

friends. She will be avidly watching Rachel Garcia pitch strikes left and right. Olivia roots for the U.S.A team 

and expects them to win the most gold medals overall. Many other people at CPMS, and around the world are 

very excited to watch softball 

once again. People are 

crossing their fingers and 

hoping that it will be featured 

in the 2024 Games and 

beyond. Next, Mr. Holland 

(one of the PE teachers at 

CPMS) is planning to watch 

the Olympics with his two 

sons, who are now old enough 

to be interested in the events. 

He is looking forward to 

watching Men’s Beach Volleyball, as he plays and coaches volleyball when he’s not teaching here. He also 

roots for the U.S. and believes that they will win the most gold medals overall. And lastly, Mr. Riley has a 

special connection to the Olympics, knowing a competitor! He knows Olympic swimmer, Jason O’Brien, who 

mainly swims freestyle and backstroke. As well as the U.S. team, Mr. Riley roots for the Israeli team. He 

predicts the U.S. will win the most gold medals overall. Many students and staff at CPMS as well as people 

around the world are excited for these Olympics and can’t wait for what’s in store. 



This will be the second time Tokyo, Japan is hosting the Olympics, previously hosting them in 1964. 

These Games will include 33 categories of sports, and 53 sports overall. Tokyo, Istanbul, and Madrid were in 

the running for hosting these Games, but Tokyo was ultimately chosen in 2013 by the International Olympic 

Committee. Oksana Aleksandrovna Chusovitinahas competed in seven Olympics, and will make it eight this 

summer. Her first Olympics was 1992, and has been in every Olympic Games since then. She is a gymnast and 

has competed for both the German team and the Uzbekistan team. Of all the athletes competing in the 2020 

games, she is the athlete who has been in the most Olympics. According to a consensus made by Gracenote 

Sports, which provides statistical analysis for sports leagues around the world, if the Tokyo Olympics started 

today, the United States would top the overall medal count as well as the gold-medal count. This is based off 

individual athletes from all sports as well as performance in the 2016 Olympics. This model includes the U.S. 

winning 51 gold medals, 34 silver, and 41 bronze for a total of 126 medals won. China is predicted to finish 

second with 38 gold medals and 81 total. In third is Japan, which is still impressive considering its population 

compared to the U.S. and China. Japan is predicted to have 29 gold and 67 total. Japanese athletes also have 

the advantage of being in their home country; no tiring travel, many fans who already know them, and travel-

cost is not as much of a worry. In conclusion, the 2020 Olympics are shaping up to be one of the best ones yet. 

The new generation of Olympic swimmers are coming of age, and ready to race, just in time for the oldies to 

retire, and begin to relax. Also, the new sports in the Olympics are adding quite the hype to many watchers this 

year. Softball is expected to invite many more viewers this year, as well as karate, surfing, sport climbing, and 

skateboarding. People all over the world are excited for the upcoming Olympics, and so are the students at 

College Prep!  


